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Considering Slavia Islamica and Ukraine
by Alexander Kratochvil

The considerations about Slavia Islamica are divided in two parts. In Part 
one I outline some preconditions and locate the theoretical framework within 
Slavia Islamica as a concept. Part two gives several examples from Ukrainian 
literature and culture as part of a conceptualization of Slavia Islamica as a 
“contact zone” (Mary Pratt). This approach opens new research perspectives 
in the entangled sociocultural history of this region and the interactions of 
Crimean Tatars and Ukrainians. The research will shed light on questions of 
Ukrainian self-perception and as well on external perceptions of Ukraine and 
Ukrainian identity. Against this background, questions of Slavia Islamica stress 
Ukrainian-Crimean Tatar intercultural relations and their significance in 
Ukraine’s past and present.  
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Part I. 

“Slavia Islamica” 

The Slavic space is traditionally be subdivided in two different ways. Besides the 
genealogical subdivision into West, East and South Slavic, as was established in the 
19th century by Vatroslav Jagić (1838-1923), there exists another division into the 
two cultural areas of Slavia Latina and Slavia Orthodoxa. This concept was 1958 
suggested by Riccardo Picchio (1923-2011)1, and is nowadays widely accepted in 
Slavic studies. Referring to two cultural and religious communities and not to po-
litical and territorial entities, the concept proved extremely useful in clarifying var-
ious aspects of the literary and cultural history of the Slavic world, and above that 
– as Giorgio Ziffer stresses - are of particular significance for the description of the 
external history of Church Slavonic.2 The concept of Slavia Latina and Slavia Ortho-
doxa reflects the broadest possible cultural division among the Slavic peoples into 
two primary supranational communities. The individual Slavic nations as we know 
them today emerged from the shared cultural patrimonies of Slavia Orthodoxa and 
Slavia Latina. The concept fits well with current transnational and transcultural 
research issues and methodological approaches that examine the entanglement of 
sociocultural and historical constellations through spaces and regions.

The term Slavia Islamica complements the two “Slavia designations” in a man-
ifold way. The term is sometimes used in Slavic studies to refer to Islamic cultur-
al or religious aspects in Russian literature, such as e.g. in Tolstoy’s works or in 
Solovev’s religious and philosophical essays. Links between Islam and Balkan Slav-
ic languages and culture are receiving even more attention in Slavic and Eastern 
European studies. As the editor of one of the few comprehensive publications on 
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Slavia Islamica, Robert Greenberg, notes: 
Scholars who have focused on Slavia Orthodoxa and Slavia Romana [i.e. Slavia 
Latina] have largely ignored the significant numbers of Slavs in the Balkans 
who converted to Islam under Ottoman rule. Prior to their conversions, these 
Slavs had for several generations belonged to the realms of both Slavia Ortho-
doxa and Slavia Romana. While the largest group of converts were residing in 
what is today known as Bosnia-Herzegovina, Islamicized Slavs lived in other 
parts of the Balkans as well […].3 

This publication Slavia Islamica: Language Identity and Religion deals mostly 
with Islam-related social, cultural and linguistic aspects of the Balkans. The com-
mon theme is the centrality of cultural patrimony referring to language as a marker 
of identity and cultural belonging of the Slavs who converted to Islam. This theme 
is explored both in connection to issues of translation from Arabic or Turkish into 
Slavic, or refers to contemporary sociolinguistic questions, and it is linked with 
national narratives on the Balkans too. Interesting for our topic is the fact that the 
publication extends the concept of Slavia Islamica to the Northern Slavs, e.g. how 
the Tatars brought Islamic culture to the lands of the Grand Duchy of Lithuania 
resp. Poland and to the borderlands between Western and Eastern Slavs. It comes 
a bit by surprise that the Tatars and their social and cultural relationships with 
Slavs in Poland and Belarus4 seem more researched than Tatars and their social, 
cultural and religious interactions within the territories of today’s Ukraine. There 
is of course a whole range of interesting and important works on historical topics 
related e.g. to Crimea, the Black Sea region, the Tatars, to slave trade or Cossack-Ta-
tar encounters. But with a few exceptions5, the Ukrainian cultural and literary in-
teraction with Crimean Tatars and Ottomans and vice versa only seems to have 
emerged on the agenda of interest and research in Ukraine since the annexation of 
Crimea in 2014. 

Slavia Islamica and Ukrainian topics

A description on Slavia Islamica of the Black Sea region and Ukraine requires 
(beside sociocultural and historical contextualization) conceptual parameters. 
As in the Bosnian case, one could consider approaches and parameters of empire 
studies6 which can be applied to Slavia Islamica in the Black Sea region as well. One 
could also envision an approach of entangled history, for example, the research 
on the manifold relations in this region7 opens a perspective for the social and 
economic action and reaction as Clemens Pausz8 shows in a recent study. He ap-
proaches the Crimean Tatars via their neighbours and opponents, the Cossacks 
and demonstrates the influence that the Crimean Khanate had on the development 
of Cossack communities in the steppes north of the Black Sea. The Crimean Tatars 
also helped the Cossacks to gain greater international significance at this time. In 
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the context of the Turkish Wars in the 17th century, several European powers ex-
plored ways of winning over the Cossacks as allies in order to minimize the war 
potential of the Crimean Khanate. A telling example of intercultural contacts Ulrich 
Hofmeister9 presents in his study on Ismail Gasprinskiy (1851-1914), an outstand-
ing Crimean Tatar intellectual and scholar. He reflected on the dilemma of the both 
Russified and Ottomanized Crimean Muslims intellectuals in the second half of the 
19th and beginning of the 20th century, who struggled with their position between 
Istanbul and St. Petersburg. Gasprinskii proposed a project of modernization of 
Crimean Tatar society and culture with a visible orientation towards Europe. This 
orientation of course demonstrates parallels with Ukrainian efforts at reformation 
of society and culture at the same time. Similar Crimean Tatar and Ukrainian his-
torical parallels can be found in the study by Kerstin Jobst.10 It discusses the 1920s 
as a “Golden Age” of the Crimean Tatars, as the latter benefited from early Soviet 
proclaimed support of national minorities with the politics of “korenizaciya”. Here 
one sees not only a counterpart to the “renaissance” of Ukrainian literature and 
culture in the 1920s, but also learns about the contacts of Ukrainian and Crimean 
intellectuals and politicians in the 1920s. This communication of intellectuals and 
writers11 can be interpreted as a contact zone12 like just like the intertwined rela-
tionships of the region.

The term contact zone refers to sociocultural spaces in which cultures meet, 
communicate and resolve conflicts, often in an asymmetrical power constellation. 
In contact zones, neither states nor nations are the benchmarks, rather, the view 
is directed towards interaction and phenomena such as interculturalism. This 
term refers to a cross-cultural dialogue and challenging self-segregation tenden-
cies within a common habitat resp. ecological and economic environment as the 
steppe, the Black Sea region and the Crimean peninsula. Interculturalism involves 
a move beyond the fact of multiple cultures (e.g. Crimean Tatar, Ukrainian, Russian, 
Jews) existing in a region and instead promotes dialogue and interaction between 
cultures. Intercultural relations are based on the recognition of both differences 
and similarities between cultures. In this point they are different from transcultur-
al relations resp. transculturalism (as “seeing oneself in the other”13). The descrip-
tion of Slavia Islamica as a contact zone refers to an intercultural constellation in 
the Ukrainian-Crimean borderland, which distinguishes it from the transcultural 
mixture of Slavia Islamica in the Balkans. 

The contact situation of the Ukrainian Slavia Islamica is characterized by chang-
ing asymmetrical relations. The region north of the Black Sea was a borderland 
developed by settlements from the North and the South. The emergence of com-
munities and settlements shaped a dialogical form of life-organization on the Tatar 
and Cossack sides. Especially the Cossacks improved their military techniques by 
learning from the Tatars, modelled an original way of life and economy according 
to the steppe and even started raids against the Tatar settlements and the Otto-
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man Empire. Thus they were able to compete with the Tatar communities for re-
sources. It is probably no exaggeration to say that the Cossack’s self-perception 
and assigned identity as guardian of the steppe and an equal adversary of Tartars 
originated in this contact situation. 

The contact situation becomes particularly visible in literary texts, where it po-
sitions itself along borders and invokes cultural contexts with its narratives and 
counter narratives against the background of Slavia Islamica. Here we find well-
known texts, authors, figures and institutions14: 

The corpus of Dumy, the stories about Crimean Tatar culture by Mykhaylo Kot-
syubyns’kyy, the Crimean and Islam related texts by Lesya Ukrayinka, literarized 
the historical figures of Roksolana and Marusya Bohuslavka –,15 or more recent 
individuals such as Ahatanhel Krymskyy, a scholar and writer, who is related to 
Ukrainian and Tatar literature and intellectual history.16 Slavia Islamica as contact 
zone also applies a certain colonial constellation within the Russian Empire which 
has been reflected on by Crimean Tatar and Ukrainian intellectuals and writers, 
e.g. the writings and activities of Ismail Gasprinskiy or Cafer Seydamet17, Mykhaylo 
Kotsyubyns’kyy and Lesya Ukrayinka. Last but not least I want to mention aes-
thetic principles with Ukrainian and Crimean Tatar modernism resp. the writings 
and public activities of Mykhaylo Kotsyubyns’kyy, Lesya Ukrayinka, Ahatanhel 
Krymskyy and Ismail Gasprinskiy. Beyond that, we should consider current pro-
cesses with popular highlights like Jamala, who successfully represented Ukraine 
in the Eurovision Song Contest 2016 with the song “1944”18, and the institutional-
ization of Crimean Tatar culture (language, literature, history) in Ukrainian educa-
tional institutions in Kyiv and other places, as well as the integration of Crimean 
Tatar literature as part of the culture of Ukraine for instance in the project “Library 
of the Crimean Tatar literature”.19

Part II

Ukrainian Folklore - Dumy

Let me now flesh out my considerations with some brief examples. The Ukrainian 
Dumy are a canonical textual corpus of Ukrainian folklore and until today, they are 
often situated in or refer geographically and metaphorically to the Ukrainian-Tatar 
contact zone. The Dumy are a lyrical genre in Ukrainian folklore of the 17th and 
18th centuries, mostly collected in the 19th century.20 In the 19th century, against 
the background of ideas of romanticism, Dumy also attracted intellectuals and 
writers such as Taras Shevchenko, Panteleymon Kulish, Ivan Nechuy-Levits’kyy 
and others. They are divided into different groups thematically and in content. 
The main categorizations are by Mykhaylo Drahomanov (1841-1895) and Filaret 
Kolesa (1871-1947) and show the two main principles used: chronological (Dra-
homanov) and thematic (Filaret). However, all subdivisions have in common that a 
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majority of texts address the encounters between Cossacks and Tatars and Turks, 
mostly clashes in the Black Sea region. The Dumy also belong to these texts, which 
tell tales of captivity and enslavement by the Tatars or Turks. This refers to the 
slave trade flourishing in the region until the 18th century, in which not only the 
Crimean Tatars, but also other Crimean inhabitants participated. The texts about 
the struggles and suffering of the Cossacks and civilians often depict heroic but at 
the same time tragic human destinies that were later seen as representative of the 
destiny of the Ukrainian people. Natalie Kononenko refers to this element as the 
point of view of the reader:

The only quirk of fate is that most scholars studying Western epics have em-
phasized the heroic, while most scholars studying dumy have emphasized the 
tragic, whereas, in reality, both elements are present in all epic traditions.21 

The scholar herself continues then somehow reiterating the stereotype of 
self-victimization: “Ukrainian dumy, then, and the epic genre in general, are char-
acterized by a combination of heroism and tragedy. In other words, they speak of 
heroism in the face of defeat. This is the supreme form of heroism.”22 But I would 
argue that there are several popular Dumy, which report of brutal raids of the 
Cossacks on Crimea and are tragic for the Tatars. Thus – and this is sometimes 
overlooked – the Dumy do not fit perfectly into scheme of the Ukrainian victimiza-
tion respectively “tragic heroism”, which is often attributed to Ukrainian literature 
or even culture as a whole. Dumy are surely heroic narratives of victims, but also 
about offenders and marauders and as well Islamized and with Ottoman culture 
well adapted Ukrainians (so called “poturnaky”). 

Marusya of Bohuslav and Roksolana

The Dumy about the battles in the Tatar-Ukrainian borderland and the Ta-
tar-Turkish captivity are among the best known ones. They are also an integral 
part of the school canon today, in particular Nevilnyky (Duma about Captives), 
Plach nevilnyka (Duma about the Lament of the Captive), Plach nevilnykiv (Duma 
about the Lament of the Captives), Utecha troch brativ iz Azova (Duma about the 
Flight of Three Brothers from the City of Azov) and of course the famous Marusya 
Bohuslavka (Duma about Marsuya Bohuslavka). These Dumy with their heroic Cos-
sack narrative have been part of the collective memory since the 17th century. Can-
onized and then integrated into the cultural memory, the Cossack narrative was an 
important part of the 19th century nation-building strategy, in which the process of 
exclusion of other social and cultural collectives plays a prominent role too. 

The hostility at the individual, collective and esp. the official state level against 
the Crimean Tatars is well known. Yet taking into account that the Cossacks par-
tially adapted survival and other strategies in the steppe from the Tatars, some 
Dumy seem rather ambivalent and do not represent a clear strategy of exclusion 
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of Crimean Tatar and Ottoman culture. At the same time, a different attitude of 
Ukrainians and Crimean Tatars could be observed when it came to blood relatives. 
It was first of all reflected in the folk literature with incestuous motives, which 
told about the sale and purchase of unrecognized daughters, sisters, mothers, etc. 
by Islamized Ukrainians. Some literary works of the time expressed them quite 
frankly,23 for instance the Duma about the Cossack Kishka and the former Cossack 
Liakh Burturliak where the latter tries to get the former to convert. The practice of 
conversion leads to a good and even wealthy position in (Ottoman) society what 
was widely known.24 

Obviously, these sentiments grew out of knowledge of the fate of the slaves in 
the Crimea and the Ottoman Empire. Quick social adaptation and cultural assimi-
lation of captives (not only Ukrainian or Slavs) in Islamic society was a fact widely 
known throughout Europe for the records of travellers and diplomats. However, 
in Ukraine family ties between Ukrainians and Crimean Tatars were an acknowl-
edged socio-cultural fact and accepted as part of the collective memory.25 There 
are sources suggesting that this practice was brought by former prisoners who re-
turned from captivity. Some Dumy of the captive cycle, especially the Duma about 
Marusya Bohuslavka, set specific patterns of behaviour for those who could fall 
into captivity and unfreedom. Marusya Bohuslavka, the legendary Ukrainian her-
oine of the 17th century, who, like Anastasiya (or Oleksandra) Lisovska26 (the later 
Roksolana respectively Hürrem), arrived at the Ottoman court and clearly showed 
the ambiguity of behaviour in the harem of the Sultan. In the harem, if we under-
stand it as a social system, she ascended to a very influential woman in the Osman 
court. 

Writers and artist from Ukraine and outside Ukraine throughout the 19th and 
20th century were inspired by Roksolana and Marusya Bohoslavka and produced 
numerous international literary and musical adaptations of the characters of of 
these women. They are an active part of the cultural memory and a a lieu de mem-
oire of Ukraine, e.g. Kuliš, Pantejlemon: Marusya Bohuslavka; Lazors’kyy, Mykhay-
lo: Stepova kvitka; Nechuy-Levyts’kyy, Ivan: Marusya Bohuslavka; Staryc’kyy 
Mykhaylo: Marusya Bohuslavka, Ivan Bahryanyy: Marusya Bohuslavka; Vasyl 
Shklar: Marusya. Among the Ukrainian stories about Roksolana, who became the 
main wife of Suleyman I (or the “Great”), those by Pavlo Zahrebelnyy (1980) and 
Osyp Nazaruk (1930) are the most popular. The novel by the latter was popularly 
filmed in the 1970s as a television series). In the 90ies Yuryy Vynnychuk launched 
a fictive diary of Roksolana (Zhytiye haremnoye), which was in the beginning taken 
for an authentic document. Vivid examples of the recent popularity of Roksolana in 
Ukrainian literature are pop-cultural interpretations of the figure in the novels by 
Yuriy Kolisnichenko, Serhiy Plachindy or Natalia Pavlyshcheva. Recently the Turk-
ish historical fiction television series Muhteşem Yüzyıl (The Magnificent Century) 
2011-2014, based on the life of Ottoman Sultan Süleyman the Magnificent, and his 
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wife Roxolana/ Hürrem Sulta, also deals with the era known as the sultanate of 
women.

The perception and representation of Islamic culture in the Dumy and Ukrainian 
literature of the 19th till 21th centuries differs significantly from the Oriental con-
structions described by Edward Said. In the light of this construction we see the 
rather ambivalent and even negative representation of Roksolana in literatures 
esp. in the 19th and 20th century outside Ukraine:

Although Western historians have been struggling to define Roxolana’s legacy 
for over four centuries, it is often overlooked that she was largely a creation 
of the European imagination. Due to the lack of historical records and hard 
evidence, most of what is known about this woman rests on a handful of second 
hand contemporaneous accounts and subsequent reinterpretations and spec-
ulations by numerous historians, quasi historians, dramatists, and other men 
of letters who have shaped the Western discourse on Roxolana. Yet, despite the 
fictions written about this woman, her allure and impact on Europeans have 
not been critically explored to date.27

However, taking the Ukrainian context into account, is it not amazing that the 
Ottoman harem lady Roksolana functions as an Ukrainian national heroine even 
today? It seems that the formation of the plot and image of Roksolana within the 
Ukrainian memory is different than the construct of Orientalism and its creation 
of gender images. For instance Alexander Pushkin’s famous poem The Fountain of 
Bakhchisarai (Bakhchisarayskiy fontan, 1821-1823) takes a partially similar start-
ing point as the Roksolana/ Marusya Bohoslavka theme (Christian captive girl in 
the Harem and a Muslim Khan). It portrays the doomed love of the khan, who is 
presented as uncivilized, for a gentle Christian prisoner from Poland and the re-
alizations of the plot is of course very different and shows clear traits of Russian 
orientalism. 

Primary sources on Roksolana since the 16th century are rare, she appeared 
mostly as a vicious schemer and even murderer in some diplomatic documents, 
historical accounts and literature. For example English historian Richard Knolles 
called Roxolana “the greatest empress of the East” in his famous Generall Histo-
rie of the Turks (1603) and portrayed her as a malicious and wicked woman, who 
controlled Sultan Suleiman’s thoughts and deeds.28 The publication of several 
historical accounts and documents on the Ottoman and Crimean past, e.g. Joseph 
Hammer-Purgstall’s Geschichte des Osmanischen Reiches (1827-1835), Leopold 
Ranke’s Fürsten und Völker von Südeuropas (1827), Johann Zinkeisen’s Geschichte 
des Osmanischen Reiches in Europa (1840-1863) reiterated both traditional West-
ern stereotypes of Roxolana as a schemer and contributed, at least implicitly, to the 
western construction of the “oriental other”. This included the image of Roksolana 
as a “one-sided, and (one might say) “patriarchal” view […] in the nineteenth and 
early twentieth centuries.”29
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The formation of the Roksolana theme started in Eastern Europe in the 18th 

century with the national revivals taking place in Poland and Ukraine that were 
inspired by Romanticism. The heightened interest in the past and the perception 
of a romantic world renewed the pride in Polish history, what entailed a romantic 
interest in the Ukrainian folklore as well. The interest in the Roksolana topos – as 
mentioned above – was triggered in Eastern Europe via western literary modifica-
tions and some historical records and speculations. Thus Roksolana somehow re-
turned via Western mediation to Ukraine.30 Yet had it not been for the existence of a 
similar subject in Ukrainian folklore (Marusya Bohuslavka/ Marusya of Bohuslav), 
the Roksolana theme would never have acquired such significance for Ukraine.31 
At the same time, the ambivalence of the Roksolana topos is inherent as well in 
the subject of Marusya Bohuslavka. The ambiguity towards Crimean Tatar respec-
tively Islamic culture in the narratives of Marusya Bohuslavka and Roksolana is an 
integral part of the wider literary tradition in Ukraine and runs through the works 
of the 19th and 20th centuries. The Duma Marusya Bohuslavka closely resembles 
the story of Roksolana. Although Marusya feels comfortable for having accepted 
the “Turkish luxury” (rozkish turets’ka) and Muslim faith, she does not forget her 
origin and frees 700 Ukrainian Cossacks from her Sultan’s dungeon on the eve of 
Easter Sunday. 

To sum up, literary texts about Roksolana and Marusya Bohuslavka reflect the 
challenge with Islamic culture and the interactions between Cossacks and the 
Crimean Tatar way of life. They show forms of interculturality and in the case of the 
heroines as well a certain transculturation. Roksolana can be described in several 
respects as a crossover figure: In religious, cultural, social and gender patterns, 
linguistic terms. In the case of Roksolana’s and Marusya Bohuslavka’s conversion, 
the attractiveness of Islam and Ottoman culture plays an obvious role. Thus the 
question of the specificity and significance of the Ukrainian Oriental construction 
resp. Slavia Islamica in Ukraine and its development is part of an identity discourse 
in Ukraine today. Comparative review of literary texts and contexts will be telling 
in this regard32, and will present a refreshing antidote to old stereotypes on Crime-
an Tatar and Ukrainian relations, while reflecting on Roksolana from a different 
cultural perspective will enable us to gain new insights on the Crimean Tatar – 
Ukraine contact zone. 

Lesya Ukrayinka and Mykhaylo Kotsyubyns’kyy

The next two examples to illustrate the outlook on potential further research 
are also linked to Slavia Islamica as a literary contact zone. The writings of Lesya 
Ukrayinka and Mykhaylo Kotsyubyns’kyys offer a very empathetic perspective on 
Crimea and Crimean Tatars. Ukrayinka dedicated three sonnets to the former capi-
tal of the Crimean Khanate Bakhchiseray, which address not only the beauty of the 
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place, but also the deplorable state of Tatar cultural monuments and the ignorance 
of imperial officials towards Crimean Tatar culture; Rory Finnin denotes it a “Rhe-
torical “re-Tatarization” of the Black Sea peninsula.”33 

All in all, the Crimean Tatars and their culture appear in Ukrayinka’s texts as a 
genuine part of Crimea, especially in the two lyric cycles: Krymski spohady (Memo-
ries from Crimea) and Krymski vidhuky (Echoes from Crimea). Her repeated stays 
in Crimea inspired her also to write the unfinished novel Ekbal Hanem (Ekbal Ha-
nem). In this novel she deals with the position of women and the attempts at eman-
cipation by the heroine Ekbal Hanem in a society shaped by Islamic traditions and 
religion. These aspects find their counterpart in her texts referring to a Ukrainian 
modernization project including gender and social questions. Ukrayinka opens an 
implicit intercultural dialogue between Ukrainian and Crimean Tatar themes of 
modernization which refer distinctly to questions of colonialism within the Rus-
sian Empire - a constellation very similar to the Crimean texts of Kotsyubyns’kyy. 

In Kotsyubyns’kyy’s three long-stories about Crimean Tatars, the position of 
women in Tatar culture becomes a metaphor for the difficulties of modernizing a 
traditional society. What Kotsyubyns’kyy depicts is an asymmetrical contact situ-
ation between the Crimean Tatars and the representatives of the Russian Empire. 
This contact situation had a social effect in two respects: first, the colonial condi-
tions for the Crimean Tatars in the Russian Empire, and second and closely related 
to this contact is the internal effect on the patriarchal social system of the Crimean 
Tatars. It is challenged by the colonial situation, and as a reaction, Kotsyubyns’kyy 
describes two possibilities. First, even stricter adherence to the traditions of Is-
lamic culture is demanded by the elder generation. Second, reforms and modern-
ization are demanded by the younger generation. In the story V putach shaytana 
(In the pitfall of the demon) Kotsyubyns’kyy employs a classic narrative pattern of 
the 19th century: a generation conflict within a family and at the same time within 
a village community. It shows the religious tensions and social dynamics of that 
time: the contact with the Russian imperial culture and way of life as a possibility 
of improving one’s own material as well as spiritual situation is reflected above all 
by the younger generation, for example by the protagonist, the Tatar girl Emene.

The Crimean Tatar prose by Kotsyubyns’kyy marks as a common denomina-
tor the socio-cultural constellations in the Crimean Tatar village and in the city of 
Bakhchisaray, the cultural and political center of the Crimean Tatars. The narratives 
deal with the change and modernization of Crimean culture on an individual and 
collective level and its interdependence with Russian imperial society. The story 
Na kameni (On the rock) is among the most striking texts of Ukrainian modernist 
prose and is stylistically part of European impressionism. On the content level, On 
the rock tells of the forbidden love between a young Tartar woman who is forcibly 
married and a stranger (a Turk) who is stranded as a shipwrecker in a Tartar vil-
lage by the sea. The forbidden love is a metaphor of social protest against a frozen, 
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traditionalistic, encapsulated village community and at the same time an escape 
from this oppressive, hopeless circumstance, for which both pay with their lives.

The criticism of the traditionalist adherence to the sociocultural situation in 
need of reform, in which the Crimean Tatars find themselves in the Russian Em-
pire, was expressed in particular in “Jadidism”34, an independent but not uniform 
Muslim national reform movement. As the lowest common denominator, the rep-
resentatives of Jadidism opposed the decline of traditional values and social con-
ditions with their will to reform Tatar culture oriented towards modern Western 
ideas of state and society. Jadidism was particularly widespread in the Crimea, but 
also in other areas of the Russian Empire with a large Tatar population. 

This reform movement, and the activities of the younger generation of intellec-
tuals inspired by it, and the generational conflict are programmatically reflected 
in the extensive narrative Pid minaretamy (Among minaterettes). The story takes 
place in Bakhchisaray and focuses on the young Crimean author and prospective 
teacher Rustem, who has fallen out with his father, a mullah. The generation con-
flict here is not carried out on a purely family level, such as In the pitfall of the 
demon, but also on a collective and cultural level. Finally the confrontation peaks 
in a provocative theatrical performance in which not only traditionalist, outdated 
practices are brought up, but also corruption, the old-fashioned education system, 
social issues, including gender questions, are ironically presented with clear al-
lusions to local notables. The whole story can be read as a somehow literarized 
program of Jadidism.

Since the middle of the 19th century, reforms have been reflected in the efforts 
of various Tatar intellectuals to modernize Islam in the Russian Empire as a reli-
gion and a social system, especially the writings and activities of Ismail Gasprinkii. 
Ukrainian writers and intellectuals like Kotsyubyns’kyy, Ukrayinka or Ahatanhel 
Krymskyy observed this process and perceived the similarities to the Ukrainian 
situation, but also to other minorities and people from the Russian Emipire’s bor-
derlands.35 Kotsyubyns’kyy and Krymskyy were probably in contact with Ismail 
Gasprinskiy and Crimean Tatars intellectuals, who worked on education, cultural 
reforms and modernization of the Tatar communities. This is echoed by the con-
tacts and consultations between Crimean Tatar and Ukrainian intellectuals and 
politicians in the wake of World War I and the independence aspirations of both 
peoples after the collapse of the Tsarist Empire.36 It would be an important task to 
research this relationship, because Gasprinskiy presented the alleged backward-
ness and colonial status of Russia’s Muslim societies in the context of needed re-
forms in imperial Russia. 
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Conclusion

The research of texts, authors, crossover figures such as Roksolana, and as well 
as institutions within a contact zone “Slavia Islamica” represents a counter-draft 
resp. a complement draft to concepts that on the one hand reproduce a certain 
orientalism and colonial relations and on the other hand repeat a traditional na-
tional canon and essentialism. Here, the concept of the contact zone sets a different 
accent in the representation of the encounter: Individuals and collectives from all 
sides are brought into dialogue with each other, leaving behind the traditional per-
petrator-victim relations or the self-victimization patterns e.g. in Kotsyubyns’kyy’s 
stories or the Dumy-texts. In these literary texts the actors are addressed in their 
relations to each other simultaneously, and the focus is on interaction and its pos-
sible consequences (as e.g. the Duma of Marusya Bohuslavka clearly depicts), and 
undermine their common reception which centers around the experience of (co-
lonial) victimization. A telling example is for instance the postmodern interpreta-
tion of the Roksolana-theme by Yuriy Vynnychuk.37 Literary (Ukrainian or Russian) 
texts do not cover all aspects of the Slavia Islamica contact zone, but provide a com-
plement perception on some of the key questions of convergence and divergence 
between the Slavic and Islamic worlds. They surely help for a fresh understanding 
of Slavia Islamica, as a supranational community of Slavs with intercultural ties 
with Islamic culture and peoples. Well known canonical writings and writers could 
be analyzed as a part of an “Slavia Islamica”, and this would supplement previous 
interpretations with an important intercultural component and at the same time 
bring a revisionist perspective, and open different perspectives for the description 
of socio-cultural identity in Ukraine than the well-known, exclusive model of the 
imagined, national identity-producing community.38 
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